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OVERALL ASSESSME^rT (provided in English, Czech, or Slovak):

ln her thesis, Kateřina Chadimová scrutinizes a very interesting topic of experimental economics in
connection with firms. Even though there is a huge literature on methodology of experimental
economics, methodologicalworks for experiments in firms are much scarcer. The topic is very relevant
since firms are in these days focusing a lot on increasing internal effectiveness and insights from
experimental and behavioral economics can help to achieve such goal. The contribution of this thesis
is not only in a comprehensive survey of existing literature but the author also creates best practices
for experiments in firms and based on these practices she proposes a simple experiment on time
management,

The student staňs the thesis with the definition of main components of experiments and then she
divides experiments into main categories. Methodology of the experimental economics is well explain,
only the system of footnotes at the beginning of the thesis is a little bit confusing. ln the next part the
author briefly describes history of the experimental economics and then she presents seminal papers
from different areas of the experimental economics including lab and different field experiments.
Although this part cannot be the exhaustive survey by definition, the author is able to choose relevant
experiments which proves her deep knowledge about the field.

The major contribution of the thesis lies in chapters describing best practices and proposal of the own
exPeriment. Even though the author does not have any practical experience with experiments, she
correctly formulates major pitfalls and risks including level of randomization, sample size or
estabilishing a cooperation with firms. l want to highlight a subsection dealing with ethics in
experimental economics which is an impoňant issue unfortunatelly often neglected by experimenters. l

would recommend to include not only ethical standards from the U.S. but also standards used in
Europe and in the Czech Republic. The proposed experiment is relevant, well structured and
methodologically correct. The author is also aware of major possible risks, There is a small problem
with measurement of treatment effect where the effect would be measured by ,,value of sales per
employee before and after the experimental treatment". lt could be endogenous if the measured
period is not short enough.

Overal|, the thesis is of high quality, Text is well structured, written with good English and typos are
Very rare. The only mistake is a citation style at the end of sentences - for example ,,...motivating
workers to exert more effort. (Bandiera etal.2011a)" but correct is ,,...motivating workers to exert more
etfort (Bandiera et al,2011a)." The author has an impressive list of literature, moreover, she includes
only important and relevant papers from the field of experimental economics. From all of the
abovementioned arguments l recommend the thesis for the defence and suggest grade A (výborně).
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SUMMARY OF POINTS AWARDED (for details, see below):

cATEGoRY PolNTs
Literature (max. 20 points) 20

Methods (max. 30 points) 27

Contribution (max. 30 points) 25

Manuscript Form (max. 20 points) 18

TOTAL POINTS (max. 100 points) 90

GRADE 11 -2-3 -4| 1
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EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES AND SCALE:

LITERATURE REVIEW: Ihe ťhesls demonstrates authoťs full understanding and command of recent literature.
The author quotes relevant literature in a proper way.

Strong Average Weak
20100

METHODS: The tools used are relevant to the research question being investigated, and adequate to the authoťs
level of studies. Ihe íhesis topic is comprehensively analyzed.

Strong Average Weak
30 15 0

CONTRIBUTION: The author presenťs oňginal ideas on the topic demonstrating cňtical thinking and ability to
draw conclusions based on the knowledge of relevant theory and empiňcs. There is a distinct value added of the
ťhesis.

Strong Average Weak
30 15 0

MANUSCRIPT FORM: Ihe íhesis is well structured. The student uses appropiate language and style, including
academic format for graphs and tables, The text effectively refers to graphs and tables and disposes with a
complete bibliography.

Strong Average Weak
20100

overall aradina:

TOTAL PO|NTS GRADE
81 - 100 1 = excellent = výborně
61 -80 2 = qood = velmi dobře
41 -60 3 = satisfactory = dobře
0-40 4 = fail = nedoooručuii k obhaiobě


